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Van Partible was born on December 13, 1971 in Manila, Philippines as Efram Giovanni Bravo Partible. He is a writer and director,
known for Johnny Bravo (1997), What a Cartoon! (1995) and The Amazon Women (1997). Partible turned an old Saturday morning
habit into a career path.
Remember waking up on Saturday mornings and parking it in front of the television for hours of crazy cartoon antics? Like most of
us, 26-year-old Van Partible watched his fair share of cartoons as a child. Today, he makes his livelihood as a cartoon animator for
Hanna-Barbera.
Partible had spent years copying the artwork from his collections of old comic books.
He loved to draw, but it was not until college that he decided to pursue a career in animation. At Loyola Marymount U. in Los
Angeles, Partible majored in studio arts with a concentration in animation. It was here that he began work on his first animated
short film, "A Mess O' Blues," about an over-the-hill rock star.
Upon graduation in 1993, Partible did not have the extensive portfolio or experience that studios were looking for. For several
months, he worked at a local elementary school in a day care program, waiting and hoping for a break.
His break came seven months later, when he learned about the Hanna-Barbera shorts program. Each year, Hanna-Barbera and the
Cartoon Network solicit seven-minute animated films. Anyone with a funny idea can submit their piece, so Partible decided to give
it a go. Out of hundreds of pitches, the network chose Partible's.
Partible's goal in making "Johnny Bravo" was to make the animation reminiscent of the old Hanna-Barbera cartoons. To help
achieve this, he enlisted the help of the master animators who originally developed the Hanna-Barbera cartoons years ago. Even
Joseph Barbera himself sat in on the creative sessions as a mentor, answering Partible's questions and helping him come up with
gags for the show.
"The hardest challenge with making this series was finding people who can write funny," Partible says. "I eventually found this great
group of people. Every single episode I watch, I laugh out loud."
Partible's advice for becoming an expert animator is to keep drawing. He says it's important to emulate cartoonists that you like
and then work on developing your own
He currently teaches animation workshops at Loyola Marymount University, works as a director at Surfer Jack Productions in Venice,
California, and is directing the Pete the Cat series for Amazon, based on the children's books by James Dean
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